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Chapter 6

Interacting with 2D GUIs embedded
in VEs

Application control is one of the fundamental tasks a Virtual Reality application must en-
sure. It refers to the user task of issuing commands, requesting the system to accomplish
a particular function or changing its internal state [12]. Given its flexibility and its ease of
use, WIMP user interfaces are the facto standard for PC desktop based interaction.

By providing mechanisms to efficiently deploy and interact with 2D graphical user interfaces
in virtual environments, we can provide increased flexibility and functionality to VR appli-
cations. However, the usage of 2D graphical user interfaces in virtual environments present
two main issues.

First, existing GUI toolkits for VEs are still too simple; they allow only for a limited number
of GUI components and often lack visual authoring tools. In contrast, existing GUI toolkits
for 2D desktop environments are mature, include powerful authoring tools, have a wide range
of widgets and are actively maintained.

Second, efficient selection and manipulation of 2D GUI elements (widgets) are required. A
common requirement for graphical user interfaces is that they have to cover a relatively
small field of the user’s viewport to limit the occluded content. As the GUI is placed in 3D
space, it can be placed away from the user or downscaled. Nevertheless, in both cases, it will
require the user to select and manipulate small widgets, potentially decreasing performance,
increasing error rates and reducing comfort.

In this chapter, we address both issues by presenting a new approach for fast development
of application-control graphical user interfaces in virtual environments and two orthogonal
approaches to improve performance and comfort when interacting with complex GUIs.
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6.1 A cost-effective approach for embedding 2D GUIs
in virtual environments

Rather than providing a new API for defining and managing the user interface components,
we aim at extending current 2D toolkits so that their full range of widgets can be displayed
and manipulated either as 2D shapes on the desktop or as textured 3D objects within the
virtual world. The proposed approach allows 3D GUI developers to take advantage of the
increasing number of components, layout managers and graphical design tools provided by
2D GUI toolkits. Resulting programs can run on platforms ranging from fully immersive
systems to generic desktop workstations with little or no modification.

The basic components of the system are depicted in Figure 6.1. The host toolkit is a 2D GUI
extensible toolkit such as Qt [26], whose widgets are accommodated to VE applications by
the extended toolkit. A key feature of our approach is that the additional features are provided
by only subclassing the host toolkit. The first consequence is that existing applications with
2D GUIs already designed with the host toolkit can be adapted to a VE environment with
minimum effort and all the application’s source code for GUI creation and behavior remain
unmodified.

We now introduce some notation that will be used through-out the rest of the section.
The word widget is used to refer to user interface objects such as windows, buttons and
sliders that are used as the basic constituents of GUIs. A widget receives mouse, keyboard
and other events from the environment, and paints a representation of itself on the output
device. Widgets are arranged into a hierarchical structure. A widget that is not embedded
in a parent widget is called a top-level widget. Usually, top-level widgets are windows with
decoration (a frame and a title bar). Non-top-level widgets are child widgets. We also

VE Application

Window Systems
(X-Window, MS Windows, Mac OS X)

Extended Toolkit

Host Toolkit
(e.g. Qt)

3D Graphics
(OpenGL, DirectX)

Device I/O System
(VRPN)

Figure 6.1: System overview
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distinguish between widget objects provided by the host toolkit (called native widgets) and
the objects that represent widgets as texture-mapped rectangles in 3D space (called virtual
widgets).

Events of current 2D GUI toolkits can be roughly classified into two categories: application
events, user events and synthetic events. Application events refer to GUI-related high-level
events such as show, hide, close, resize and paint. On the other hand, user events are
produced by simple user actions through input devices. According to the originating source,
we also distinguish between native events originating from the window system or the host
toolkit, and synthetic events initiated by the extension classes. For example, when the user
presses a button on a 3D wand with the aim of selecting a menu item, a user event is created
and then translated into a synthetic event (a mouse press event in this case) that is send to
the native widget representing the menu item.

6.1.1 System components

The core of the extension toolkit consists on the components depicted in Figure 6.2. The
main responsibilities of each component are described below.

+start()
+stop()
+drawGUI()
+setMatrix()

Applicacion 3D

+eventFilter()

Window Listener

+createWindow()
+destroyWindow()
+updateTextures()
+drawGUI()

Virtual Window Manager

+keyPress()
+keyRelease()

Keyboard

+show()
+hide()
+draw()
+sendSynthEvent()

Virtual Window

+getDeviceData()

Device I/O System

+drawDecoration()

Window Decorator

+drawDecoration()

Custom Decoration +keyPress()
+keyRelease()

Custom Keyboard

Native Widget Native Toolkit

Extended Toolkit

Figure 6.2: UML Conceptual design of the extended toolkit. Only the most relevant components and
operations are shown.
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The Application 3D provides a unified interface to the VE application, delegating client
requests to appropriate subcomponents. This is the only component the application has to
collaborate with, thus making the toolkit easier to use. The Application 3D manages the
drawing of the GUI windows in 3D space as texture-mapped objects (forwarding the request
to other components) and configuration options.

The Virtual Window Manager manages the behavior of virtual windows associated with
top-level native widgets. This component handles basic window operations such as creation,
destruction, show, hide and resize operations. This component also manages user events.
This includes getting VR devices input data through the Device I/O System, managing
interaction with the virtual window decoration through a decorator subclass, and translating
user events into synthetic events that will be send to the appropriate virtual window.

Virtual Windows keep attributes concerning the 3D version of a top-level native widget
such as rectangle size, texture size and transformation matrix. This component checks for
intersection between the virtual window’s plane and a selection primitive (e.g. a ray). In
response to user events, Virtual Window objects send synthetic mouse events (to the child
widget at a given 2D position) and keyboard events (to the child widget having the keyboard
focus).

The Window Listener acts basically as an application-event filter. This component moni-
torizes the creation of new native widgets by the application and asks the Virtual Window
Manager to create a new virtual window every time the application instantiates a top-level
widget. Moreover, it also monitorizes application events related with a widget’s life cycle:
create, show, hide, paint, close and resize events originated from within the application. For
each paint event (change on the image content) asks the virtual window manager to update
the texture rectangle of the virtual window containing the native widget.

The rest of the components have simple responsibilities. The Virtual Keyboard defines an
interface for a virtual keyboard that sends synthetic keyboard events to the application
in response to user actions. The Window Decorator defines an interface for drawing the
decoration of a virtual window. Decoration includes the frame, and buttons to iconify,
deiconify and close the virtual window. Finally, the Device I/O system is used to read data
from an extensible set of generic input devices.

Widget creation and placement

Each time a native window is created, the Virtual Window Manager receives a notification.
If the widget is top-level, a virtual window is created along with a texture map capturing
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the contents of the widget’s area. A rectangular portion of this texture is updated every
time a widget of the native window changes its appearance.

An important issue is the initial window placement inside the 3D world. The placement
strongly influences the user’s ability and accuracy. A situation which arises in the use of
multiple windows is the need to constantly arrange windows to get access to the particular
window which houses the task or information needed at a given instant (window thrash-
ing) [68]. According to the spatial reference, we can considerer windows that are world-
referenced, object referenced, head-referenced and device-referenced [12]. Head-referenced
and body referenced menus provide an appropriate spatial reference frame as they take the
most of the user’s proprioceptive sense, allowing users to accomplish some application con-
trol tasks without having to look at the menu. Since the extension toolkit knows everything
about the widget hierarchy, any of these strategies can be plugged in.

Input handling

User events such as hand movements are captured by the Device I/O System and converted
into synthetic events that are sent to native widgets. We will describe the main steps involved
in this process with a concrete example. Suppose a CAVE user wearing a virtual wand (the
wand has a six-DOF sensor, a two-DOF joystick and three buttons). Each time the user
presses the left button a new user event is generated. This event contains a ray and a button
state as parameters. This event is forwarded to the Extended toolkit which searches for
the nearest virtual window containing the ray intersection. Finally, the intersected virtual
window creates a synthetic event (a mouse event) and posts it to the native widget. The main
advantage of this solution is that the management of the GUI elements and their behavior
is delegated completely to the host toolkit, thus simplifying the migration of existing GUIs.
Moreover, this approach allows the system to provide several interaction techniques for object
selection such as ray-casting and arm-extension.

Host Toolkit Requirements

We now summarize the main features required for an extensible 2D GUI toolkit to be used
as a host toolkit for the 3D extension:

• A hook to monitorize the creation and destruction of top-level widgets. In addition to
this, the toolkit has to provide a mechanism to intercept widget-related events such as
paint, show, hide, close and resize. For example, if a widget is repainted in response to
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a paint event, the application has to intercept the event to know that the associated
texture requires an update. This feature is required by the Event Listener component.

• An operation to send a synthetic event (keyboard/mouse) to any widget (required by
the Virtual Window component).

• A function to capture the image of a native widget into a bitmap. The image will be
used to update the texture of the virtual window containing the widget (required by the
Event Listener). If this function is supported also on widgets hidden by other windows,
then the native GUI can share the desktop space with the OpenGL window where the
VE application renders the virtual world.

• Functions to traverse the widget hierarchy (access to parent and children widgets) and
operations to obtain the visible child widget at a given pixel position.

6.1.2 Prototype

A prototype system has been implemented above Qt, a cross-platform GUI development
toolkit, and evaluated. Qt fulfills all the requirements listed in the previous section. Ap-
plication events can be intercepted through adding a application event-filter through QAp-
plications::installEventFilter(). The filter can either stop the event or forward it to other
objects. Moreover, Qt allows multiple event filters to be installed, thus avoiding conflicts
with application-defined event filters.

Creation of top-level widgets can be monitorized by listening to the QEvent::Show event
which is send each time a window becomes visible. Changes in the widget’s content are
monitorized by listening to the QEvent::Paint. The QPixmap class provides two methods
to grab the contents of a widget: grabWindow() grabs pixels directly off the screen, whereas
grabWidget() asks the widget to paint itself by calling paintEvent() with output redirected
to a bitmap. Although a bit slower, the later is more suitable because it works with hidden
widgets.

Synthetic events (including predefined and user-defined events) can be send to any object
through QApplicationpost::Event() and QApplication::sendEvent() methods. The former
adds a synthetic event to the event queue with a given object as the receiver of the event;
the later sends the event directly to the object. Finally, the toolkit provides operations for
traversing the object hierarchy and for returning the visible child widget at a given pixel
position in the widget’s own coordinate system.

An example of collaboration is shown in Figure 6.3. (1) When a widget detects that it
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should repaint itself, it sends an event to the QApplication indicating which part of the
widget should be repainted. (2) When appropriate, QApplication tells the widget it has to
be painted. (3) This event is captured by the event filter and (4) produces a grab widget
call to the QPixmap object, (5) which sends a repaint command to the QWidget. Finally,
(6) the window listener asks the virtual window manager to update the texture.

QApplication

QWidget

QPixmap

Window Listener

Virtual Window 
Manager

1: sendEvent

2: paintEvent

3: eventFilter

5: repaint

4: grabWidget

6: updateTexture

Qt Toolkit Extended toolkit

Figure 6.3: Collaboration for processing a paint event between the Qt and our Extended toolkit.

The prototype has been tested with two different applications: a scene viewer specialized
for shipbuilding design (see Figure 6.4) and a volume rendering application (see Figure 6.5).
Both applications had a Qt-based GUI and were extended to display stereoscopic images on
either a CAVE or a stereo workbench. The source code modifications needed to accommodate
the GUI to the CAVE where minimum. Moreover, it allowed the evaluation of the interaction
techniques for selecting and manipulating 2D GUIs detailed in Sections 6.2 and 6.3.

The source code of the extended toolkit is available for download under the GNU GPL
license at: http://www.lsi.upc.edu/~virtual/Qt3D.
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Figure 6.4: Scene viewer specialized for shipbuilding using the developed GUI toolkit.

Figure 6.5: Volume rendering application using the developed GUI toolkit.
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6.1.3 Discussion

Our approach has several advantages over previously-reported systems. Applications adopt-
ing our approach can provide an interface optimized for each platform (e.g. a desktop
interface can be used on a desktop system, and an immersive interface can be used in an
immersive system), without needing to modify the application. Moreover, importing 2D
interfaces into the VE has some considerable advantages:

• Transparent use of all the functionalities provided by the host toolkit, enabling the use
of a large number of widgets.

• Delegation of functional interface handling to an independent component.

• Users can work with the graphical user interface they are used to.

• Accommodation of different 3D selection techniques.

From the point of view of software development, the advantages of our approach are:

• An important part of the UI can be developed and tested in a desktop workstation.

• Access to UI graphical design tools (e.g. QtDesigner).

• Fast porting of existing applications to VEs with minimum changes.

• Transparent support to cluster-based systems and collaboration.

Our approach has some additional advantages over VNC-based methods for immersing 2D
GUIs. The system is not framebuffer-oriented but widget-oriented. That implies that the
VE application knows everything about the immersed GUI, not only framebuffer updates.
That allows for much more flexibility for placing and sizing the widgets: host widgets can be
automatically resized so that width and height are appropriate for fast texture conversion
(power of two), widgets can be independently resized and moved from within the VE ap-
plication, pop-up menus and pop-up lists can be true pop-up components, i.e. they can be
drawn at a certain offset from the parent widget; the look-and-feel is completely customiz-
able from within the VE application. Moreover, our system does not have any network nor
image encoding overhead. For example, when running on a cluster, texture updates are not
broadcasted to all clients because the native widgets and the virtual windows are local to
each process.
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6.2 Anisomorphic raycasting interaction

Two-dimensional windows in 3D environments can include small, nearby buttons which can
be difficult to select and manipulate using standard 3D interaction techniques. For example,
raycasting does not perform well when selecting small or distant objects. Small rotations
of the wrist sweep out large arcs at the end of the selection ray. Therefore hand trembling
and tracking errors are amplified with increasing distance, thus requiring a higher level of
angular accuracy.

Accurate selection is also compromised by hand instability, amplified by the absence of
constraints on the hand movements. Selections of small widgets require a considerable effort
to stabilize the selection tool.

6.2.1 Friction Surfaces

We have conceived the Friction Surfaces metaphor to facilitate the interaction with external
2D applications being accessed from immersive VEs. The main goal is to provide accurate
selection and manipulation of 2D GUIs that have not been particularly designed for VEs.
To this end, we use a modified raycasting technique which adapts the CD ratio according to
the size and position of the virtual window.

Friction surfaces uses two distinct modes: one which scales hand rotations when accuracy is
needed (scaled mode) and one which provides direct, isomorphic interaction (normal mode).
The scaled mode is activated automatically whenever the selection ray enters a virtual win-
dow. The mode is set back to normal mode when the selection ray leaves the active window.

We start by introducing some notation that will be used in the rest of the section. The Device
Coordinate System (DCS) is an orthonormal frame centered at the position of the 6-DOF
sensor attached to the user’s hand. We assume the DCS is oriented as depicted in Figure 6.6a,
with the negative Z axis defining the user’s hand pointing direction. This pointing direction
will be referred to as the device ray. The Zero orientation is an orthonormal reference basis
is defined from DCS and the window’s center when the scaled mode is activated and then
remains unchanged until the mode is deactivated.

During the normal mode, the ray does not intersect any window, the CD ratio is always one;
the device mapping is isomorphic. When the ray intersects a window, the mode switches to
scaled mode and CD ratio is computed as follows. First, we compute the zero orientation
reference frame (~x, ~y, ~z) given the virtual window and the DCS (see Figure 6.6b). Let ~z be a
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unit vector in the direction of the segment joining the window center and the device position
at activation time. Let ~u the unit vector defined by the vertical orientation of the window.
We compute ~x = ~u×~z

‖~u×~z‖ and ~y = ~z × ~x.

Then, we compute the range of directions the device ray can travel before leaving the active
window. Let Pi be the i-th vertex of the virtual window. Let θi be the azimuthal angle
(longitude) of Pi in the XZ-plane, measured from the negative Z-axis of the zero orientation,
with 0 ≤ θi < 2π. Likewise, let φi be the zenith angle (latitude) from the XZ-plane, with
−π

2 ≤ φi ≤ π
2 .

These spherical coordinates can be computed using Equations 6.1, where (xi, yi, zi) are the
Pi coordinates relative to the zero orientation and where the inverse tangent must be suitably
defined to take the correct quadrant into account:

(θi, φi) =
tan−1

(−xi
−zi

)
, sin−1

 yi√
x2
i + y2

i + z2
i

 (6.1)

Once computed the angles for the four window’s corners, we obtain the maximum rotational
angles in both directions as θmax = maxi

{
|θi|} and φmax = maxi

{
|φi|}. Since we want to use

isotropic scale on both directions, we just use the maximum of both. Therefore, the CD ratio
r is computed as shown in Equation 6.2, where ψ is a user-defined constant. ψ determines
the range of directions of the input device that approximately map onto a selection ray
within the virtual window. If the device ray exceeds that angle the selection ray will fall
outside the active window. In our implementation we employed ψ = π/4, thus providing the
user with a 90 degrees arc for interaction with the active virtual window. If the window is
sufficiently close to the user (r < 1), we do not enable the scale mode and keep the CD ratio

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.6: Elements involved in the computation of the CD ratio during the scaled mode: (a) Device
coordinate system and device ray, (b) spherical coordinates used at activation time to fix the CD ratio ,
(c) spherical coordinates used for computing the selection ray direction during scaled mode.
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equal to one.

r = max
(

1, ψ

max(θmax, φmax)

)
(6.2)

As the deactivation causes the selection ray to coincide again with the device ray, the selection
ray might enter another window. We found this situation to be rare in practice as most
windows are likely to be placed in front of the user. Nevertheless, unintentional activation
can be easily avoided by waiting a short period of time (e.g. half a second) before the scaled
mode is activated over the new window.

Computation of the selection ray

In scaled mode, the selection ray is computed using the CD ratio defined at activation.
Let θd and φd be the spherical coordinates of an arbitrary point of the device ray (distinct
from its origin) with respect to the zero orientation basis. We first compute the spherical
coordinates θs and φs of a target point T by applying the CD ratio, θs = θd/r, φs = φd/r

(see Figure 6.6c).

The new coordinates of T require a simple conversion back to cartesian coordinates (see
Equation 6.3, ρ > 0 is an arbitrary value). The resulting selection ray passes through the
current device position and point T .

x = −ρ sin(θs) cos(φs)

y = ρ sin(φs) (6.3)

z = −ρ cos(θs) cos(φs)

Feedback

Two distinct options were considered to provide visual feedback. The first option consisted
in drawing both the device ray and the selection ray, using different visual attributes (such
as color and thickness). However, this option appears to be quite distracting so we have
opted for a single bent ray providing feedback of both the device ray and the selection ray.

Similar to IntentSelect [32] and the Flexible Pointer [90], we draw a curved line segment
using a Bézier spline (see Figure 6.7). The curve originates at the user’s hand and ends at
the intersection P of the selection ray with the virtual window’s plane. These two points
define the first and last control points of the Bézier curve. The second control point is
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computed on the device ray so that the tangent direction at the origin is that of the device
ray. Finally, the third control point is the point on the device ray closest to P .

When the selection ray leaves the virtual window, the scaled mode is deactivated and the
displayed ray instantly goes straight. The users’ feeling when scaled mode is active is that
a flexible ray gets curved as it is moved over a virtual high friction surface defined by the
window. Visual feedback is completed by drawing a cross-shaped cursor in the intersection
point P .

Figure 6.7: The red ray corresponds to the feedback ray and the blue ray to the real device ray. The
selection ray is not displayed but its defined by the hand’s position and the intersection point between
the feedback ray and the virtual window.

6.2.2 Friction Surfaces evaluation

We conducted a usability evaluation to measure the effectiveness of the anisomorphic ray-
casting manipulation compared with classic isomorphic raycasting and raycasting in combi-
nation with PRISM [41]. The evaluation test was designed to evaluate the task performance
in terms of time-to-complete a given task and the maximum accuracy achieved in a fixed
period of time.
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Design and procedure

The test dialogs used in the experiments are shown in Figure 6.8. The first two dialogs are
designed to measure task performance when selecting small/middle size objects. The first
dialog contains different kinds of buttons whereas the second dialog includes basically combo
boxes and selection lists. The third dialog is also designed to measure speed but putting the
emphasis on manipulation rather than on selection. Finally, the fourth dialog is designed
to measure the accuracy during object manipulation. In all cases the label attached to each
widget indicates the requested task.

A repeated-measures, within-subject design was used. The dependent variable was the se-
lection technique: raycasting (RC), friction surfaces (FS) and PRISM. Users performed the
task once for each technique condition. The order of the conditions was randomized for each
user to avoid ordering effects.

The dependent variables were selection time, error rates, the path length described by the
cursor over the virtual window, and the amount of directional changes (changes of direction
of the hand orientation greater than 90 degrees).

For the first three dialogs, users were requested to complete the involved tasks as quickly
as possible. For the fourth dialog, users were asked to manipulate several sliders to get a
certain value as accurately as possible, but giving only five seconds of time for each slider,
starting from the first click on it. After that time, the slider was disabled and the user was
forced to proceed with the next slider.

Apparatus and virtual setup

All the experiments were conducted on a four-sided CAVE with a 6-DOF hand-held device
and a Polhemus Fastrak tracking system with 2 receivers providing 60 updates/s with 4 ms
latency. The virtual window used in the experiments was initially placed at 1.5 m from the
CAVE center, covering about 20 degrees of the user’s field-of-view.

Participants

Seventeen users (undergraduate and graduate students) participated in the study, aged 22-
42, 14 male and 3 female. Most participants (9) had no experience with VE applications; 5
had some experience and 3 were experienced users.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.8: The test dialogs used in the user evaluation.
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Results

Figure 6.9a shows the completion time for each task. Tasks 1-4 correspond to the dialogs
(a)-(d) shown in Figure 6.8. The one-way ANOVA of completion time versus interaction
technique showed significant differences for task 1 (p < 0.05;F = 4.15) and for task 3
(p < 0.05;F = 3.7). Tukey pair-wise HSD tests showed only significant differences between
RC and FS, (p < 0.01) for both tasks, users with FS performed significantly faster than
users with RC.

Figure 6.9b shows the button clicks for each task. Note that in tasks emphasizing selection
(tasks 1 and 2), users made less mistakes on average with FS, whereas PRISM yield better
results in tasks emphasizing on manipulation (tasks 3 and 4). The one-way ANOVA showed
significant differences in clicks for tasks 1 (p < 0.001;F = 12.14), task 3 (p < 0.001;F =
13.62) and task 4 (p < 0.001;F = 5.53). Tukey pair-wise HSD tests showed that PRISM

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.9: (a) Time to complete the tasks involved for each dialog. (b) Number of button clicks
performed during each task.
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was always significantly better than RC (p < 0.01), and FS was better than RC in tasks
1 and 3 (p < 0.001). Regarding the number of mistakes, it should be noted that PRISM
incorporates a noise filter. Any motion below a given velocity is considered tracking error or
inadvertent drift and the controlled ray is not moved. Note that our current implementation
of Friction Surfaces does not have such a filter.

The length of the paths traced by the cursor, in native window pixel units, are shown in
Figure 6.10a. The one-way ANOVA showed significant differences (p < 0.001;F = 28.4582).
Tukey pair-wise tests confirmed that FS lead to cursor paths significantly shorter than both
RC (p < 0.01) and PRISM (p < 0.01). Figure 6.10b also shows the number of times the user
had to rectify their movement. Both PRISM and FS were found to produce less turns than
RC (p < 0.01).

Figure 6.10c shows the results of the accuracy test (Task 4). The plot shows the average
deviation (in slider units) from the target value when the user had only five seconds to
adjust it (see Figure 6.8d). Each slider had increasing ranges and thus increasing levels
of difficulty. Both PRISM and FS performed much better than RC, with nonsignificant
differences between PRISM and FS.

Regarding the path traced by the 3D cursor over the virtual window, Figure 6.11 shows the
paths described by users who achieved times on the first, second and third quartile values in
Task 1. Color temperature represents the speed of the trace. Note that the lack of accuracy
of isomorphic ray-casting forced the users to perform many attempts before the right button
was selected. This is reflected by the loops around the small targets in Figure 6.11a. This
contrasts with the smoother paths produced by PRISM and FS (Figure 6.11b and 6.11c).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.10: (a) Length of the path traced by the cursor. (b) Number of turns in the path traced by the
cursor. (c) Deviation from the target value on the accuracy test. The integer value between parentheses
is the slider’s range.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.11: Path traced by the 3D cursor over the virtual window with RC (top), PRISM (middle)
and FS (bottom). Paths correspond to users who achieved times on the first, second and third quartile
values. Note that checkboxes can be toggled by clicking on their label.
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Survey

After the experiments, subjects were requested to rate each interaction technique using a
7-point Likert scale. All users preferred either PRISM or FS against RC, with nonsignificant
differences between PRISM and FS. Nine users preferred PRISM with average rate of 5.5;
eight users preferred FS with average rate of 5.4. RC was given an average rate of 3.

We also asked subjects about what they found most difficult and what was the easiest for
them. The results were similar from all users. All of them agreed on having less problems
on selecting buttons and manipulating sliders with friction surfaces.

The most difficult task was to achieve a certain value on the sliders, because the free move-
ment of the wand on their hand makes it difficult to maintain the value when the finger is
moved to press or release the button. This problem was noticeably alleviated with PRISM
and with our technique. Most users complained about the effort required for selecting small
buttons with normal ray-casting because of the considerable effort to stabilize the wrist.

On the other hand, a few users pointed out that friction surfaces was a bit unnatural com-
pared with isomorphic raycasting, although their performance was better using an aniso-
morphic mapping.

A limitation of our technique is that, for certain orientations, the curvature of the selection
ray and its intersection with the virtual window is hard to perceive (when the viewpoint
approaches the plane defined by the four control points of the curved ray). However, users
did not find this to be a problem as the cross-shaped cursor showing the intersection of the
selection ray with the virtual window was clearly visible.

Discussion

Using an anisomorphic mapping between the user’s hand orientation and the selection ray
orientation, we are able to scale down hand rotations enabling accurate selection and ma-
nipulation of small GUI objects.

The user evaluation showed that PRISM and Friction Surfaces perform significantly better
than classic ray-casting, with little performance differences between FS and PRISM. PRISM
seems to perform better than Friction Surfaces when extreme accuracy is required (e.g.
adjusting a slider with pixel accuracy) whereas Friction Surfaces is particularly suitable for
fast selection of small targets. Both cannot be achieved with classical raycasting as they
require the user a great effort to stabilize the pointing device before each selection, the
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Heisenberg effect will further hinder precise selections.

A key feature of Friction Surfaces is that maintains both directional and nulling compli-
ances [99] as it simulates approximately the interaction with a large spherical window (see
Figure 6.12). Note that PRISM does not preserve nulling compliance and requires offset
recovery techniques to reduce the accumulation of an offset value representing the angular
difference between the hand and the ray being manipulated. Besides these aspects, an impor-
tant difference is that Friction Surfaces does not force users to slow down their movements
to gain precision. Our approach uses a larger range of movements for controlling the ray in
a more reduced region.

Figure 6.12: Manipulation with friction surfaces simulates approximately the interaction with a large
spherical window. Note that rendering this simulated window would be unusable as it would occlude most
of the scene.

6.3 Decoupling motor space and visual space

In a typical desktop HCI setup, the motor space is decoupled from the display space (e.g.
the movement of a mouse on a horizontal plane is transformed to the movement of a cursor
on a vertical screen). We propose a Virtual Pad metaphor exploiting how a similar decouple
is beneficial for the interaction with 2D virtual windows embedded in a VE. The decouple
is accomplished through a virtual pad which receives user actions (motor space) and maps
them into cursor movements on the active virtual window (visual space).

By decoupling the motor and the visual space, virtual windows can be manipulated within
a user-defined working volume (the virtual pad), whose location and size is completely inde-
pendent from the application’s visual representation. In addition, the user is able to adjust
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the control space (virtual pad dimensions) allowing to seamlessly balance speed and accuracy
without affecting the visual representation of the application’s GUI.

The Virtual Pad metaphor has been conceived to facilitate the interaction with external 2D
applications being accessed from immersive VEs that have not been particularly designed
for VEs while maximizing user’s comfort.

6.3.1 The Virtual Pad

The virtual pad (see Figure 6.13) is a rectangular region that defines the control space, i.e.,
the region the user has to touch or point to when interacting with a virtual window. This
tool establishes the link between the working space and the visual space.

In our implementation the virtual pad is rendered as a wireframe rectangle providing the
user with a reference frame with minimal visual obtrusion, the user is supposed to be looking
at the virtual pad only from time to time or through peripheral vision.

The virtual pad is user-adjustable, it allows the user to change its size and location. Allowing
to seamlessly balance speed and accuracy without affecting the visual representation of the
application’s GUI, through increasing or decreasing its area.

Figure 6.13: Virtual windows on VE. The green rectangle represents the frame of the virtual pad.
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Motor-to-visual space mapping

When using our virtual pad metaphor in combination with pointing techniques like ray-
casting, the mapping from control space to visual space is straightforward:

• Compute the intersection of the ray/selection volume with the virtual pad’s plane.

• Compute the new cursor location in the virtual window by transforming linearly the
pad’s coordinates into window coordinates.

In contrast, when using our virtual pad metaphor in combination with the virtual hand
technique, a projection method must be adopted. Due to the absence of constraints on
the hand movements, the user hand will move close to but not exactly over the virtual
pad. Therefore, the hand position must be projected into the virtual pad before mapping
its position to a new cursor position. Several projections can be adopted. Note that the
projection type actually defines the shape of the working space. We have considered two
different projections:

• Parallel projection: the normal vector of the virtual pad is used to project the hand
position into the virtual pad. The resulting working volume is a rectangular prism.

• Viewpoint projection: the hand position is projected to the virtual pad from the user’s
viewpoint. Note that this is equivalent to using the ray-casting variant where the ray’s
direction is defined by the segment joining the user’s viewpoint with the hand position.
The resulting working volume is a pyramidal frustum.

Activation/deactivation

The proposed metaphor has been conceived to manipulate 2D GUIs (or in general, constraint
2D manipulation) inside 3D worlds. Therefore, in a practical situation, this approach has to
co-exist with the selection and manipulation techniques used for interacting with the rest of
3D objects. The activation of the virtual pad should therefore be in accordance with these
techniques. In our implementation, raycasting is used to both select 3D objects and activate
the external application the user wants to interact with.

Activation of a virtual window causes the virtual pad to be adjusted so that its aspect
ratio matches the aspect ratio of the virtual window, as described above. Once the window
becomes active all the actions over the virtual pad are mapped to it.
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Several activation strategies can be adopted. If we want the user not to leave the virtual
pad every time he wants to interact with another window, we need to provide mechanisms
to choose the active window automatically. For selecting the active window we can use
hints given by window events and changes in the window hierarchy. In our implementation
a window becomes active automatically when (a) it is shown as the result of a user action
(e.g. the user clicks a menu to open a file dialog) or (b) its child window is closed or hidden
(e.g. after closing a modal dialog, the focus is assigned to the window where the action was
initiated).

This behavior is particularly convenient with pop-up menus and pop-up windows. Manual
activation of any window is also provided by simply clicking over the chosen window, although
this forces the user to move the ray outside the virtual pad.

As discussed above, when there is an active window all the actions over the virtual pad
are mapped to it. When no window is active, the virtual pad has to provide convenient
feedback of this fact. We have decided to let the virtual pad to behave as a virtual desktop
when no window is active (see Figure 6.14b). In this case the pad shows an icon for every
application window (including maximized, minimized and hidden windows). We also use
a button trigger to manually deactivate the active window and enable the virtual desktop
behavior of the pad. This allows the user to operate different windows with minimum effort
and without leaving the virtual pad.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.14: (a) Interaction using the Virtual Pad. (b) If no window is selected, the Virtual Pad works
as a window selector.
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6.3.2 Virtual Pad evaluation

Since the virtual pad can be freely adjusted to suit user preferences, we can expect a higher
degree of comfort on positions reducing fatigue in wrist, arm, shoulder and neck, plus the
additional benefit of dynamic adjustment of the speed/accuracy tradeoff.

Therefore we have designed an experiment to measure the price we have to pay in user
performance to achieve this higher degree of comfort and flexibility. More precisely, we want
to measure the impact in performance of the decoupling between control and visual spaces,
choosing ray-casting as the interaction technique and 2D GUI manipulation as the reference
task.

When motor and visual spaces are not superimposed, target acquisition requires a different
cognitive strategy to use vision to control the cursor rather than a more direct visuomotor
mechanism [107]. Although this decoupling is ubiquitous in desktop HCI setups, very few
studies have analyzed its impact in user performance.

Design and procedure

A repeated-measures, within-subjects design was used. The dependent variable was the
interaction technique used, (a) Direct Manipulation of the virtual window (Direct, see Fig-
ure 6.15a), (b) interaction through a Virtual Pad (VPad, see Figure 6.15b) with exactly the
same size of the virtual window but located in a more comfortable position and (c) interac-
tion through a 50% enlarged pad (VPad+) in a coplanar position with the VPad condition
(see Figure 6.15c). The three conditions were randomized for each user. Before each ex-

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.15: Scenarios used in our experiment: (a) direct manipulation of a window through raycasting,
(b) manipulation through a virtual pad rotated 45 degrees with respect to the window and (c) manipulation
through an 50% scaled virtual pad.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.16: The test dialogs used for the evaluation of the Virtual Pad metaphor

periment users were provided with a short training session (5 min) which required them to
complete a few practice trials.

As a dependent variables we recorded the time-to-complete the task and the number of clicks.
Also, at the end of the experiment, users were provided with a short questionnaire.

The dialogs used in the experiments are shown in Figure 6.16. The first two dialogs are
designed to measure task performance on selecting small/middle size objects. The first
dialog contains different kinds of buttons whereas the second dialog includes combo boxes
and selection lists. The third dialog is designed also to measure speed but putting the
emphasis on manipulation rather than on selection. In all cases the label attached to each
widget indicates the requested task, so users can be more focused at purely interaction tasks.
For all dialogs, users were requested to complete the involved tasks as quickly as possible

Apparatus

All the experiments were conducted on a four-sided CAVE with a 6-DOF wanda and a
Polhemus Fastrak tracking system with 2 receivers providing 60 updates/s with 4 ms latency.
The virtual window used in the experiments was initially placed at 1.5 m from the CAVE
center, covering about 20 degrees of the user’s field-of-view.

Participants

Thirteen users (undergraduate and graduate students) participated in the study, aged 22-38,
11 male and 2 female. Most participants (6) had some experience with VE applications; 5
had no experience and 2 were experienced users.
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Results

Figure 6.17a shows the completion time for each task. Tasks 1-3 correspond to the dialogs
(a)-(c) shown in Figure 6.16. Note that on average the completion times are quite similar
on tasks 1 and 2 which emphasize on selection. We performed a correlated samples one-way
ANOVA on the data with completion time as the dependent variable and the decoupling
(Direct, VPad or VPad+) as the independent variable. We found no significant differences
in tasks 1 and 3, but it showed a significant difference for task 2 (F = 6.29; p < 0.01). Tukey
pair-wise HSD tests revealed a significant difference between Direct vs VPad (p < 0.05) and
between Direct vs VPad+ (p < 0.01).

Regarding button clicks, Figure 6.17b shows the button clicks for each task. Note that in
tasks emphasizing on selection (1 and 2), the number of clicks is a good measure of the
number of mistakes. This does not applies to task 3, because sliders and spin boxes support
different interaction modalities. For example, the value of the spin box can be modified

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.17: (a) Time to complete the tasks involved for each dialog. (b) Number of button clicks
performed during each task.
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with repeated clicks or by holding down the wanda button. A correlated samples one-way
ANOVA on the data with button clicks as the dependent variable revealed no significant
differences.

Survey

After the experiments, subjects were requested to rate the arm fatigue with VPad and Direct
manipulation. As expected, all users reported less muscular fatigue when using VPad. Some
users even find it comfortable to slightly rest the wanda against the body. Virtual pads in a
completely horizontal orientation are also perfectly possible and greatly reduce arm fatigue.
Note that direct manipulation with a virtual window in this position is unfeasible on most
projection-based VR systems such as the CAVE using front projection on the floor screen.

Discussion

The Virtual Pad metaphor has many points in common with pen-and-tablet interfaces [55]
and transparent props [104], but also important differences. Besides the fact that it does
not require the user to hold any physical prop, the basic difference is that the Virtual
Pad decouples the motor and the visual space. It allows to scale virtual windows avoiding
visual obtrusion and readability issues while the motor space can be sized according to user
preferences and the desired speed/accuracy trade-off.

From the user evaluation, we can state that decoupling the motor space from the visual space
does not introduce significant differences in interaction time and erroneous selections. This
is also supported by the work of Wang and MacKenzie in [124] which revealed that moderate
disparity between motor and visual spaces does not have significant effects on interaction
performance.

Interestingly, although we expected differences between VPad the VPad+ conditions, it did
not happen. The results somehow match the experiments with 2D mouse based interfaces
where constant CD gain conditions do not have significant differences in user performance [4].
Furthermore, note that the corresponding dialog on Figure 6.16b includes several combo
boxes. A click on a combo box caused a new pop-up window to appear, which automatically
received the focus. In our experiment, focus changes did not affect the pad size. Therefore
movements on the pad were mapped to the smaller pop-up window (about 33% of the
parent’s width), resulting in a much lower CD ratio. We believe that the unexpected CD
ratio change (twice per pop-up, eight times per trial) were particularly distracting, since no
significant performance differences were found between VPad and VPad+ for Tasks 1 and 3.
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In addition, we also expected improved accuracy rates, buy it neither happened. As observed
by Wingrave et al. in [132], decreasing the degree of accuracy required may induce users to
decrease their accuracy; they no longer need to be precise. This might also happened for the
VPad+ condition.

In summary, the Virtual Pad metaphor is recommended when the footprint is a major
requirement or when the GUI has not been designed specifically for a VE. By allowing to
readjust the control space, user can interact with virtual windows with a more comfortable
position. Although statistically significant, the average time for VPad on task 2 was only
11% higher than Direct, so this overhead can be easily accepted in exchange for a more
comfortable and flexible interaction.

Moreover, the virtual pad can be used to define the area of the motor space allowed for
interaction with virtual windows, thus allowing to seamlessly decouple the interaction be-
tween the virtual environment and the virtual windows. The virtual pad can be invisible,
but reachable due to proprioception.





Conclusions

The thesis this PhD dissertation is defending can be summarized as follows:

Although 3D interaction techniques for object selection have been used for many
years, they still exhibit major limitations regarding effective, accurate selection of
targets in real-world VR applications. Some of these limitations are concerned with
visual feedback issues (occlusion, visibility mismatch, depth perception in stereo-
scopic displays) and the inherent features of the human motor system (instability
when interacting in free space, speed-accuracy trade-off, neuromotor noise). More
efficient 3D interaction techniques can be designed by devising new strategies for
controlling the selection tool and for providing appropriate visual feedback, drawing
the inspiration from Fitts’ law, occlusion management literature and depth percep-
tion studies.

We have provided theoretical and empirical evidence about important limitations of major
virtual pointing techniques. Although virtual pointing techniques typically deliver superior
performance than their virtual hand counterparts, they require appropriate continuous visual
feedback about the scene and the selection tool to complement the information derived from
proprioception.

Providing precise visual feedback about the selection tool on stereoscopic displays is a chal-
lenging problem. Visual feedback solutions should try to encompass the opposite goals of
guaranteeing a clear, unoccluded indication of the selection tool while minimizing the dis-
agreement among parallax, interposition and perspective depth cues. We have shown that
drawing a ray extending out from the user’s hand, which is the most typical representation
of the selection tool, hinders selection tasks as the perception of the tool’s tilt angle relies
on depth perception.

Occlusion is a major source of difficulties when indicating objects in complex 3D scenes. We
have shown the negative effects of occlusion and visibility mismatch (both within users and
among users) in selection and referral tasks.
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Eye-hand visibility mismatch has been proven to be a factor leading to a significant loss of
performance in all hand-rooted pointing techniques. Our analysis suggests that for these
techniques the effective width of an object should be computed in terms of the part of the
object simultatenously unoccluded from the user’s hand and eye locations. This results in a
paradoxical situation where some objects might exhibit a null effective width despite being
visible on the screen.

In order to overcome these visual-feedback limitations, we have proposed a new strategy for
controlling the selection tool dubbed Ray Casting from the Eye (RCE). RCE encompasses
the efficient rotational control of hand-rooted techniques (thus minimizing the physical effort)
with the mismatch-free feature of eye-rooted techniques. RCE clearly outperforms classic
ray casting, particularly in real-world, complex 3D scenes. RCE is especially effective when
used in combination with the newly introduced viewfinder metaphor. By flattening the
surroundings of the pointing direction, the viewfinder locally turns a 3D object selection
task into a simpler 2D selection task where depth perception is no longer an issue.

RCE control can be freely combined with further facilitation techniques for object selection
such as speed-based adaptation of the CD-ratio. RCE combined with PRISM-based CD-
ratio adjustment offers excellent performance even in cluttered scenes with objects spanning
a large range of depth values.

The analysis of major limitations of existing selection techniques and the proposed solutions
were published in:

• Ferran Argelaguet and Carlos Andujar. Efficient 3d pointing selection in clut-
tered virtual environments. IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications, 29(6):34-
43, 2009.

• Ferran Argelaguet, Carlos Andujar and Ramon Trueba. Overcoming eye-hand vis-
ibility mismatch in 3D pointing selection. In Proceedings of the 15th ACM
Symposium on Virtual Reality Software and Technology, VRST ’08, pages 43-46, 2008.

• Ferran Argelaguet and Carlos Andujar. Visual feedback techniques for virtual
pointing on stereoscopic displays. In Proceedings of the 16th ACM Symposium on
Virtual Reality Software and Technology, VRST ’09, pages 163-170, 2009.

Visibility mismatch among users in collaborative virtual environments is a common hindrance
during referral tasks, where one user is willing to show some object or feature to another
user. Typically, referral tasks are accomplished using selection techniques, with one user (the
presenter) selecting an object and asking the other users (observers) to look at it. Viewpoint
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mismatch often results in the selected object to be visible only for the presenter. According
to proxemics theory, users carrying out a collaborative tasks should stay at the close phase
of the social distance (about 1.2 to 2.1 m in Western culture). However, our experiment
performed in a co-located CVE showed that the viewpoint mismatch forces observers to
stay close to the presenter. Such a close distance between users does not agree with social
protocols and can cause users to bump accidentally into other users. Furthermore, this
discourages other users to freely navigate through the virtual environment.

In order to better support referral tasks, we explored which occlusion management techniques
ameliorate this situation and whether they hinder or not the spatial understanding of the
virtual environment. X-Ray vision techniques have been found to provide the best solution
for inter-personal occlusion. We have shown that semi-transparency and cut-away views are
suitable for guaranteeing the visibility of the objects being referred. The empirical evaluation
of these techniques showed that observers are able to gather the same amount of spatial
understanding with these techniques than when following the presenter, with additional
advantages related to freedom of movement and social protocols.

The evaluation of show-through techniques was published in:

• Ferran Argelaguet, André Kunert, Alexander Kulik, Carlos Andujar, and Bernd Froehlich.
See-through techniques for referential awareness in collaborative virtual re-
ality. International Journal of Human-Computer Studies. Volume 69, Issue 6, June
2011, Pages 387-400.

• Ferran Argelaguet, André Kunert, Alexander Kulik and Bernd Froehlich. Improving
co-located collaboration with show-through techniques. In IEEE Symposium
on 3D User Interfaces 2010, pages 55-92, 2010.

The review of Fitts’ law and existing pointing facilitation techniques for 3D object selection,
revealed that although expanding targets techniques have been used to improve 2D target
acquisition tasks, they were never applied for 3D object selection tasks.

Following Fitts’ law guidelines, we proposed two orthogonal techniques for improving 3D
target acquisition tasks: Dynamic Scaling and Forced Disoclussion. Both techniques increase
the effective size of potential targets, thus reducing the accuracy needed during corrective
movements. In an ideal scenario, increasing the size of potential targets should result in
improvements on selection performance and reduced error rates. However, the user study
showed that their drawbacks exceeded their benefits. As with most of Fitts’ law based
techniques which increase the size of potential targets, time and error rate improvements
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are more apparent in situations where targets are isolated. In cluttered environments, the
benefits of these techniques tend to degrade, and can even be detrimental to selection time.
First, unwanted expansions of objects surrounding the target might discourage its selection
and second, they might break the object layout.

Both approaches presented additional limitations related to the eye-hand visibility mismatch,
as they were evaluated in combination with classic ray casting selection. While Dynamic
Scaling computes the potential occlusions among objects in image space, Forced Disocclusion
required an alternative ray-scene intersection. Nevertheless, these limitations are avoided
when used in combination with Ray Casting from the Eye.

The Dynamic Scaling and the Forced Disocclussion approaches were presented in:

• Ferran Argelaguet and Carlos Andujar. Improving 3D selection in immersive
environments through expanding targets. SG ’08 Proceedings of the 9th interna-
tional symposium on Smart Graphics, 5166/2008, pages 45-57, 2008.

The operation of 2D widgets using 3D input devices relies also on selection techniques. The
last contribution of this dissertation (although the first contribution chronologically) is con-
cerned about improving the deployment and the interaction of 2D graphical user interfaces
embedded in virtual environments. First, we proposed a cost-effective approach to embed
2D GUIs into virtual environments. Rather than providing new tools, we focused on how
to adapt well established 2D GUI toolkits into VEs. This greatly simplifies the GUI design
and prototyping steps as developers and designers benefit from the widget functionality and
the design tools provided by existing 2D toolkits.

When 2D GUI toolkits designed for desktop computers are deployed to virtual environments,
they might include small, nearby buttons which can be difficult to select and manipulate
using standard 3D interaction techniques. Although 2D toolkits support widget customiza-
tion, complex 2D GUIs will require a complete redesign increasing the development step.

Instead of developing methods to automatically redesigning existing 2D GUIs, we developed
new strategies for controlling the selection tool for the particular case of selecting 2D widgets
embedded in 3D space. We explored whether decreasing the CD ratio according to the size of
virtual windows (Friction Surfaces) and decoupling the motor and the visual space (Virtual
Pad) allow for increased precision and increased comfort when interacting with 2D GUIs
embedded in VEs.

The evaluation of Friction Surfaces showed that selection of small widgets, in comparison
with standard raycasting selection, is enhanced both in terms of user performance and error
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rate. The reduction of the CD ratio increased the accuracy of selection and manipulation
tasks without decreasing selection time.

Regarding the Virtual Pad, its evaluation showed that the decoupling between the motor
and the visual space results in no significant performance penalty with respect to direct
interaction. When the reduction of the visual footprint of the GUI is a strong requirement,
the virtual pad allows the user to adjust its working space to maximize comfort without
decreasing performance.

Contributions regarding 2D GUI interaction were published in:

• Carlos Andujar and Ferran Argelaguet. Anisomorphic ray-casting manipulation
for interacting with 2D GUIs. Computer & Graphics, 31(1):15-25, 2007.

• Carlos Andujar, Marta Fairen and Ferran Argelaguet. A cost-effective approach
for developing application-control guis for virtual environments. In IEEE
Symposium on 3D User Interfaces (3DUI 2006), pages 45-52, 2006.

• Carlos Andujar and Ferran Argelaguet. Virtual pads: Decoupling motor space
and visual space for flexible manipulation of 2D windows within VEs. In
IEEE Symposium on 3D User Interfaces (3DUI 2007), pages 99-106. 2007.

• Carlos Andujar and Ferran Argelaguet. Friction surfaces: Scaled ray-casting ma-
nipulation for interacting with 2D GUIs. 12th Eurographics Symposium on Vir-
tual Environments, pages 101-108, 2006.

As a concluding remark, we would like to note that the interaction techniques proposed in
this dissertation do not consider any specific input and output device, although they are
obviously constrained by the limitations of current input and output devices. Improvements
in tracking technology will allow for a more accurate tracking of the user’s actions, and
better displays will enhance the user’s perception of the virtual environment. We believe
though that the major contributions of this dissertation will still be valid despite forthcoming
advances in VR technology. We can provide the user with extremely realistic volumetric
displays and perfectly accurate tracking systems, but pointing gestures will be still limited
by the human motor system, which is unlikely to improve in the near future.

Although new and better interaction techniques will arise, or in a mid-term future, brain-
computer interfaces might partially replace traditional gesture-based interfaces, we believe
that the presented techniques are a good choice for both current and upcoming VR applica-
tions.
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